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Trdtr (IE 8-2 ;
LL

), same as Prakrit Trdtara, 'the savi-

our'; royal title of foreign origin ;
Greek Soter.

trayl (SII 1
),

the three Vedas.

trayodasama (El 15), same as trayodasa.

Tri (El 32 ),
abbreviation of Trivedin.

tri (IE 7-1-2), 'three'.

tribhdg-dbhyantara-siddhi (IE 8-5), generally spelt tribhog-

dbhyantara-siddhi; the right to enjoy one-third of the revenue,

the other two parts going in equal shares to gods and Brah-

manas. Cf. abhyantara-siddhi, bdhy-dbhyantara-siddhi, Iribhoga.

tri-bhanga (El 1 7
), pose in standing images with bends

in three limbs, viz. the neck, the wrists and the knees.

tri-bhangi, cf. tri-bhanga; seej&. Ind., Vol. XXXIV, p. 65.

tri-bhoga (El 16; IA 19), a joint tenure enjoyed by a

private person, a god (or gods) and the Brahmanas (cf.

Ind. Ant., Vol. XIX, p. 271). See tribhdg-dbhyantara-

siddhi, etc.

tribhog-dbhyantara (El 1 5 ),
same as tribhog-dbhyantara-siddhi,

tribhdg-dbhyantara-siddhi, tribhoga.

tribhogya (Ep. Ind., Vol. XIV, p. 313), cf. gana-bhogya.

tribhuvana-vijaya-stambha (SII 1
),

a pillar commemo-

rating the conquest of 'the three worlds', the conventional claim

of a hero.

tri-civara (El 25), complete robe of a Buddhist monk.

tri-danda, cf. Tridandin (IA 10); tree staves tied to-

gether as borne by Brahmana mendicants.

tridasa (IE 7-1-2), 'thirtythree'.

tridindrikya (El 15), same as traidindrikya, 'priced at three

dinaras*

tri-gata (IE 7-1-2), 'three'.

tri-guna (IE 7-1-2), 'three'.

tri-jagat (IE 7-1-2), 'three'; but jagat sometimes also

means 'fourteen'.

trika (HA ),
a group of three figures of the Tirthankaras.

tri-kdla (SII 1; SITI), the three parts of the day, viz.

morning, noon and evening [when worship is offered in temples].

(IE 7-1-2, 'three'.

trikuta (El 3), a junction of three villages (Ep. Ind., Vol.

XIII, p. 34, note 3); same as trikuta or trikutta. Gf. tri-sandhi;

also Telugu muggada, 'a junction of three or more villages'.


